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O V E R V I E W

At Reed-Lane, we’re not just your packaging company. . .we’re your packaging partner, 

working with you to create innovative products that meet your needs.

Our highly trained teams allow us to offer new packaging formats, provide 

production flexibility, and satisfy the growing demands of outsourcing.

 
Reed-Lane is a pharmaceutical contract packager that has been providing innovative solutions 
to leading RX, OTC and generic pharmaceutical companies since 1959. Its four main specialties 
are: blister packaging, bottling, pouching and convenience vial filling. Because it is privately 
held, Reed-Lane serves the complex, ever-changing needs of its customers with great speed 
and agility. Quality assurance remains paramount at Reed-Lane, where all staff maintain an 
exemplary standard of cGMP and FDA compliance.  

Facilities
Reed-Lane is based at a 132,000-square-foot facility in Wayne, NJ, with more than 35 
dedicated production suites for pharmaceutical (Rx and OTC) packaging. The space includes 
rooms for individual air handling and HEPA filtration systems in primary suites, temperature-
controlled storage for bulk and finished goods, and strict environment and security monitoring 
throughout. The facility is FDA and DEA registered and Shuster SPR audited.

Packaging and Services Capabilities 
 Solid dose bottle filling
 Thermoform blister packaging 
 Cold form blister packaging
 Pouching for solid dose
 Convenience vial filling and carded blistering
 Secondary packaging such as wallet cards, blister cards and cartoning
 Compliance packaging
 Vial labeling, kitting and hand assembly
 Full turn-key services to include component and material sourcing and  

laboratory services sourcing

Recent Developments
 Reed-Lane has expanded its existing 132,000-square-foot facility with a 30% increase in 

warehouse space.    
 Reed-Lane has installed additional packaging capacity, including its fifth fully integrated 

bottling line and two Uhlmann UPS4 blister lines with in-line cartoning
 Amid anticipated demand, Reed-Lane installed a new serialization line and suite in 2014. 

This addition will give Reed-Lane track and trace capabilities at the item level as well as  

the aggregate level.
 Implemented a new validated ERP system.
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